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Abstract: Latent fingerprints are ubiquitously used as forensic evidence by law enforcement agencies in solving crimes.
However, due to deformations and artifacts within latent fingerprint images, performance of the automated latent
recognition systems are far from desired levels. A basic matcher specifically designed for clean fingerprints using a
minutiae-based matching algorithm can have high speed and accuracy in a sensor-to-sensor matching task, but low
accuracy in matching latent prints, due to scale, rotation and quality differences between latent and sensor images.
In this study, we propose a unique multistep fusion matcher (FM) on top of a base matcher that would utilize scale,
rotation, and quality attributes of minutiae with speed, memory, and accuracy trade options in the latent recognition
process. FM match characteristics are analyzed by using a private dataset consisting of 5560 latent and 1M slap/rolled
fingerprint images. In addition, 292 domain expert selected latents are used to compare the nationwide performance of
the proposed method. FM’s with multiresolution fusion (MRF) option have achieved competitive accuracy rates when
searching 292 latent against 1 million background and projecting predictions for 69 million background. On the NIST
SD302 public dataset, FM6 (FM option prioritizing accuracy for latent-to-sensor search) with MRF correctly recognizes
911 latent in rank-1, while the COTS system referenced in the NIST SD302 documentation recognizes only 790 from
a gallery composed of 5950 latent and 100K rolled background database. FM6 MRF rank-1 count for 10K latent of
NIST SD302 is 1415, whereas NIST’s referenced matcher rank-1 count is 880 for the same dataset. In addition, NIST
SD302 rank-1 latents are used to construct 722 latent pairs to evaluate latent-to-latent matching performance. FM8
(FM option prioritizing accuracy for latent-to-latent search) with MRF has 46.1% rank-1 identification rate for latent-to-
latent search against 10K latent background. Moreover, on a private 1457 latent palmprint versus 2296 sensor palmprint
background, a palm matcher designed by dividing latent and palm images into 512x512 pixel segments produces 85.45%
rank-1 accuracy by using FM6.
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1. Introduction
For the past several decades, fingerprint recognition systems have been the most widely adopted biometrics in
the world thanks to the ease of data acquisition process and the cost effectiveness of the overall system [1–3].
Applications of fingerprint recognition systems have been expanding fast in recent years with some of the popular
application domains being law enforcement & forensic agencies, border control, social security, and national ID
programs. Fingerprint images can be broadly classified into 3 categories; rolled, slap/plain, and latent [1, 3–5].
While rolled fingerprints are typically larger in size and contain greater number of minutiae, slap fingerprints
∗Correspondence: ikilinc103@gmail.com
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are often less deformed and have clear ridges. Since rolled and slap images are typically acquired through digital
fingerprint scanners under the supervision of a law enforcement officer, they are generally considered to have
high image quality. Figures 1a–1c demonstrate sample slap, rolled, and latent images from a publicly available
NIST SD302 dataset [6]. However, latent fingerprint scans are collected from the crime scene through a variety
of means simply from photographing the scene to more complex dusting and chemical processing [3]. Therefore,
latent images generally have poor image quality and contain unclear ridge structure, strong deformations and
artifacts that would render the overall fingerprint recognition task more difficult. Figures 1d and 1e illustrate a
sample image pair (rolled-latent) used in this study. In recent years, several public latent datasets, e.g., NIST
SD302 [6], NIST SD27 [7] and IIIT-D Latent Fingerprint Database [8] were made publicly available for research
purposes [9]. While achieving a high accuracy performance is a desired property of fingerprint recognition
systems, operating at high speed with efficient resource usage is also an important property that needs to be
considered when designing a matcher algorithm to be used in a large or mega-scale AFIS system that may
include millions or even billions of fingerprints (e.g., India’s Aadhaar 1 and the FBI’s 2 Databases) stored in a
database and thousands of fingerprint identification search requests per day received from clients.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

TASNİF DIŞI/UNCLASSIFIED

Figure 1. Sample fingerprints (a) slap/plain, (b) rolled, (c) latent (d)-(e) pair of latent and rolled.

Early studies on fingerprint recognition task treated fingerprint matching task as a 2D minutiae point
cloud matching problem aimed at resolving a global alignment problem leading to optimal minutia pairings
[10, 11]. However, these global matching methods were computationally expensive and lacked robustness against
distortions and missing minutiae. To remedy these problems, local minutia matching methods were developed
utilizing only spatial coordinates and angular information associated with each minutiae in their analysis [1, 12–
14]. In these approaches [12], local descriptors extracted within a fixed neighborhood of minutiae are used to
compare similarity of images corresponding to rolled and slap fingerprint impressions. Note that these methods
only utilized spatial coordinates/positions, angle and type information associated with each minutia in their
analysis. Minutia cylinder coding (MCC) [12] has been considered one of the most popular local matching
methods that is computationally efficient and works well compared to earlier methods [10, 11]. Besides MCC
algorithm, minutia-triplets [13, 15] and neighboring minutia-based descriptor (NMD) [14] are other popular local
matching methods. These algorithms that utilized both local and global features have been widely accepted
and used in sensor fingerprint image recognition tasks in the past decade. However, their performance has been
limited on latent image recognition task due to distortion within latent images. In order to handle the inherent
complexity within latent fingerprints, different strategies have been proposed by researchers [16–19] to extend
local matching-based methods. In a more recent study, Perez et al. [20] developed a deformation tolerant local

1Unique Identification Authority of India. Website https://uidai.gov.in/aadhaar dashboard/ [accessed 24 August 2022]
2Next Generation Identification. Website https://www.fbi.gov/services/cjis/fingerprints-and-other-biometrics/ngi [accessed 24

August 2022]
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descriptor-based matching algorithm (DMC) for latent fingerprint recognition task that can handle nonlinear
distortion present in latent images. Recent studies [21, 22] reported GPU implementations of these popular
approaches, namely MCC and DMC algorithms [12, 20], that would improve the match speed considerably
compared to their CPU-based implementations.

In the past few years, we have seen a surge in the automatic latent fingerprint recognition research
using deep neural networks [23–28]. Many novel methods have been proposed towards problems within latent
recognition task such as latent image minutia extraction, latent image quality assessment, orientation field
estimation and minutia descriptor generation tasks using various deep-neural-network-based architectures [26–
28]. For instance, Tang et al. [27] presented a deep-learning-based minutia extraction method, FingerNet, for
latent image minutia extraction that boosted latent-to-sensor match accuracy significantly compared to earlier
methods. In another study, Cao et al. [23] developed an end-to-end latent image recognition method that would
utilize deep-learning-based auto-encoder architecture towards minutia extraction in latent and sensor images.
In a recent study, Ezeobiejesi et al. [26] proposed a latent image quality assessment method, similar to NFIQ
metric [29] used for sensor images, using deep learning techniques. Recently, Öztürk et al. [28] and Engelsma
et al. [30] proposed two different deep-learning-based local patch embedding models to represent local ridge
flow and spatial/angular minutiae distribution around a fixed neighborhood of a minutiae. Even though these
methods have shown success on several private benchmark datasets, their performance improvement is heavily
dependent on the usage of GPUs and it is not easy (without compromising speed performance) to directly
integrate these algorithms into existing legacy systems that lacks GPUs.

Biometric fusion is another subject that has received a considerable attention of researchers in recent
years [2, 5, 31–33]. Paulino et al. [34] presented a method to fuse manually marked and automatically extracted
minutiae templates to improve latent fingerprint recognition performance. Several studies [5, 33, 35] have
investigated the fusion of plain and rolled fingerprints in latent finger recognition task. However, these fusion
methods had limited performance improvements in terms of accuracy because of distortion and artifacts within
latent images. While these studies attempted to perform fusion at score level, feature level, and image level,
Feng et al. [5] noted that score level fusion provided the greatest improvement in identification accuracy [5].
However, in general, there is only one latent fingerprint, which has scale and rotation distortions since it is
left unintentionally and collected from challenging environments with different tools. Other fusion techniques
[32] such as multiple matcher algorithm use, multiple feature extractor, or multiple latent or rolled/slap data
impression may also improve performance, but their use is out of scope. Tulyakov et al. [31] recently reported
that using multiple steps in the fusion process further improves effectiveness and the overall recognition accuracy.

In this study, we propose a multistep fusion matcher (FM) algorithm that jointly optimizes speed,
accuracy, and memory in a latent fingerprint recognition task. Table 1 summarizes properties and usage of
FM configurations. In the next section, we explain the fusion matcher design, multiresolution usage and its
associated details and present the details of segmentation approach used for palmprint matching task. Section
3 presents our detailed experimental results. Section 4 includes summary of experiments and discussions of
results. Finally, we present our conclusions and future research directions in Section 5.

2. Methods
Before we explain the details of the proposed multistep fusion matcher, let us briefly present the base matcher,
namely MCC algorithm [12], to create cylinder descriptors used in the matching process. MCC algorithm
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Table 1. Matcher performance and recommended use for the proposed FM configurations.

Performance Base FM23 FM3 FM6 FM8 Recommended use Base FM23 FM3 FM6 FM8
Speed fastest fast fast modest slow Latent-to-large sensor database × ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
Accuracy low modest modest high high Sensor-to-large latent database × × ✓ ✓ ×
Source memory lowest modest low modest high Latent-to-large latent database × × × ✓ ✓
Target memory lowest lowest low modest high Latent palmprint use × ✓ ✓ ✓ ×

Sensor-to-sensor ✓ × × × ×

generates a local fixed-length orientation invariant descriptor within a fixed radius around each minutia of
the minutiae template. This representation encodes spatial and angular relationships between a minutia and
its fixed radius neighborhood in the form of a cylinder whose base and height are related to the spatial and
directional information of the enclosed minutiae, respectively. Fundamental parameters used in the original
MCC study [12] are number of cells width NS (8 or 16), number of cells height ND (6), and maximum rotation
allowed between two templates in degree δθ (90). Base matcher implementation in this work uses NS as 8, ND

as 4, and δθ as 100. Note that NS and ND parameters have a direct impact on matcher speed and memory
consumption; these values are chosen to be smaller than the reference study [12] to achieve a fast and lightweight
matcher implementation. Base matcher needs 80-byte per minutiae in which 64-byte (2× NS × NS × ND )
is used to store a single cylinder and its associated validity bits, and 16-byte is used to store position, angle,
and quality information of the minutia. Additional 80-byte is used in each cylinder set as a header part. Base
matcher speed for 50x50 minutiae (typical minutia counts for slap-rolled to slap-rolled compare) compare is
measured as 86,831 match per seconds for genuine match and 96,901 match per second for impostor match.
Base matcher speed for 20x78 minutiae (typical minutia counts for latent to slap-rolled match) is 120,529 for
genuine match and 134,967 for impostor match. Base matcher is able to create 1777 cylinder codes in a second
for 70 minutiae, which affects template creation or enrollment time. Measurements have been obtained by using
a single thread on the hardware reported in Section 3. The base matcher is intolerant for large directional
differences close to or greater than δθ since this parameter specifies whether to compare two cylinders. The
base matcher is also scale intolerant, and minutia quality is not taken into account in the original MCC study.
Therefore, we propose a method that is robust for scale, minutia quality, and orientation differences between
latent and sensor images.

2.1. Fusion matcher (FM)

While the baseline matcher works well for fingerprints acquired through sensors, its performance degrades for
latents with strong deformations/distortions and low image quality. FM handles the inherent distortion problem
by generating multiple cylinder templates by performing an affine transformation and by quality thresholding
on extracted minutiae. As illustrated in Figure 2, the proposed FM algorithm has two phases: template creation
and search.

Fusion

MatcherTarget (roll-slap, sensor palm 

segment or latent) Minutia Set
Target Template

Source (latent or latent palm 

segment) Minutia Set Source Template Match

Score

Template

Creation

Phase

Search

Phase
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Matcher

Source Template

Target Template

TASNİF DIŞI/UNCLASSIFIED

Figure 2. FM template creation phase and search phase.
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Template creation phase parameters and lookups are listed in Table 2. The minimum number of minutia
required for template creation is specified as 7 for all FM configurations. SS/SR/TS corresponds to the range
of scale/rotation values chosen from SS/SR/TS lookups. These values are used to apply affine transformation
(scale/rotate) on minutia positions (x, y) . For instance, when SS value is 3 or 5, then scale values of [1, 1.2, 0.8]
or [1, 1.2, 0.8, 1.12, 0.88] are utilized in template creation phase. A minutiae may be discarded or used according
to SQ/TQ thresholds. Minutia extractor generated minutia quality values are typically between 50 and 100
and SQ/TQ lookup values are distributed in this range. MR parameter is used to create cylinder templates for
each radius values listed in MR lookup. Radius effects minutia neighborhood selection during cylinder creation.
SGM limits number of cylinder generated in template creation phase for source. If mode is 0, then all rotate
values (in SR lookup) for scale 1.0, and all scale values (in SS lookup) for rotate 0 are used to create cylinders.
If mode is 1, then all scale values for first 3 rotate [0, 90, –90] is used. SFIM specifies the maximum number of
source cylinders per latent that will be generated by FM algorithm. The number of cylinders may be less than
the minimum minutia for high source quality (SQ) values and for this reason actual item numbers may be less
than SFIM value. TFIM specifies the maximum number of target cylinders per finger used for fusion and is set
to 1 for FM23 to create a minimum memory solution.

ASME = SFIM · SC · (SMA+ 1) · 80

ATME = TFIM · TC · (TMA+ 1) · TFA · 80
(1)

Table 2. Base, FM23-3-6-8 template creation phase parameters and lookups.

Parameter Base FM23 FM3 FM6 FM8
Source scale (SS) / rotate (SR) / quality (SQ) 1 7 / 8 / 10 5 / 8 / 4 5 / 14 / 8 7 / 14 / 10
Target scale (TS) / quality (TQ) 1 1 5 / 2 5 / 2 5 / 4
Multi radius (MR) / source generation mode (SGM) - 0 / 1 0 / 0 1 / 0 6 / 1
Source / Target fusion item max (SFIM / TFIM) 1 290 / 1 76 / 10 392 / 20 2702 / 140
SS lookup / TS lookup 1.0 1.2 0.8 1.12 0.88 1.04 0.96 / 1.0 0.88 1.08 0.94 1.04
SQ lookup / TQ lookup 60 85 50 70 55 65 75 80 90 95 / 60 85 50 75
SR lookup 0 -90 90 180 -30 30 -60 60 -15 15 -45 45 -120 120
MR lookup 60 76 68 52 84 80 64

Application Source/Target Memory Estimate (ASME/ATME) in bytes is used to estimate the memory
requirement for an application. SC /TC is source/target count. SMA/TMA is source/target minutia average
and 80 is the single cylinder memory allocation value in bytes. One value is added to SMA/TMA since there
is a header per fusion item. TFA is target finger average per person and it is 20 for complete slap and rolled
dataset. TFIM has a significant effect on the overall recognition process since it specifies the amount of memory
used for a large target set. If target size is in the tens of millions, then memory requirements would be an issue.
For instance, 100 million (TC) rolled and slap set (suppose each person has 20 (TFA) fingerprints = 10 rolled
+ 10 slap fingerprints) with an average of 79 minutia (TMA) requires 12.8×TFIM TerraByte memory or disc
space. Source cylinder size may be important for slap/rolled to large latent database search, but latent data
base sizes are expected to be relatively small when compared to slap and rolled database.

Search phase of the FM algorithm consists of 4 steps as shown in Figure 3 and parameters in Table 3.
Each step of this serial architecture aims to keep recall rate high while eliminating mismatches by utilizing a
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set of parameters and their threshold levels to control entrance of match operation to next steps. It is assumed
that if two fingerprints produce a match score above a certain threshold value for a small number of cylinder
combinations, which means the likelihood of belonging to the same person for these two templates is high, it
would be better to perform the search in more depth by using all possible cylinder combinations produced in
template creation phase. The default match quality threshold value is 84 and it is used to discard minutiae
with quality values lower than this value during the matching process. Unused low quality minutiae in match
process may not have cylinders, but contribute to cylinder neighborhood of the high quality minutiae. Step 1
to Step 3 uses default match quality, but extra step searches for best match quality to yield the highest match
score value. Match max source limits the maximum number of the source minutiae used in the match process.
Good quality minutia count for latent is typically between 20 and 30 (e.g., 22 marked minutia average in NIST
SD302 dataset) and too many minutiae may lead to false detections. Since the number of minutia used affects
the base matcher speed, small number of minutiae are used on initial step (Step 1) and gradually increased in
following steps. Match max target limits the maximum number of target minutiae used in the match process.
Average count of good quality minutiae for rolled fingerprint is typically around 80 and too many minutiae may
result in false detection. This value is higher than expected average minutia count in all steps. Extra step
searches for the best maximum target minutia number that yields the highest score. Match Axis usage means
all source scale values are used if target scale is 1.0 and all target scale values will be used if only source scale is
1.0 which controls base matcher call counts and mainly used in partial step (Step 2) of FM8 and FM23 and all
steps on FM3 as well as on FM6. If source scale and target scale for cylinders are lower than 1.0 or larger than
1.0 at the same time, then these cylinders are not compared to avoid unexpected superious score generation
and redundant comparison. Step thresholds α1 to α6 used to balance matcher call counts between steps as
shown in Figure 3. α1/α2/α3 are utilized from Step 1 to 3 sequentially, and α4/α5 values are used in Step
4 to control and block unwanted base matcher calls for potential unmatch candidates. Multiradius threshold
(α6 ) value controls the use of multiradius cylinder templates.

Step1 - Initial
Source

Template

Target

Template

All fingers

Step1 Scales

Step1 Rotates

Step1 Qualities

Step2 - Partial

Max scored 2 finger

Step2 Scales

Step2 Rotates

Step2 Qualities

Step3 - Normal

Max 1 finger

Step3 Scales

Step3 Rotates

Step3 Qualities

Step4 - Extra

Max 1 finger

Step4 Scale

Step4 Rotate

Step4 Qualities

Score

Multiradius α6No Match

α1

No Match

α2

No Match

α3

No Match

α4 / α5

TASNİF DIŞI/UNCLASSIFIED

Figure 3. FM search phase initial, partial, normal, and extra steps.

In the latent-to-slap/rolled search process, a latent source is expected to match only with two fingers, i.e.
slap or rolled impressions of the same finger within a rolled/slap dataset. For this reason, when searching for a
mate of a latent image, at Step 1 (initial step) we eliminate matches with scores less than step-threshold α1 ,
then the remaining rolled/slap finger matches are reduced to 2 fingers with top matching scores for each person.
In Step 2 (partial step), two fingers are reduced to one for Step 3 by choosing the finger with the highest match
score. Fusion parameters (such as angle of rotations, scale values etc.) and matcher call counts starts with
small numbers and increase from Step 1 to 4. If an FM configuration with the multiradius option is selected,
then all steps are executed again if the multiradius threshold level is exceeded.

Figure 4 shows a similarity view for a latent and corresponding sensor image in which the figure on the
left shows base matcher similarity and the figure on the right shows FM6 similarity correspondences of matching
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Table 3. Base, FM23, FM3, FM6, FM8 search phase parameters. Steps 1–4 are specified in the form of ·/ ·/ ·/ · .

Parameter Step Base FM23 FM3 FM6 FM8
Source scale 1/2/3/4 1 3/5/7/7 3/3/3/5 3/3/5/5 3/5/5/7
Source rotate 1/2/3/4 1 3/6/8/8 3/3/3/8 3/3/6/14 3/6/6/14
Source quality 1/2/3/4 1 1/2/4/10 1/1/2/4 1/3/4/8 1/3/4/10
Target scale 1/2/3/4 1 1 1/3/3/5 1/3/4/5 3/4/5/5
Target quality 1/2/3/4 1 1 1/1/2/2 1/1/2/2 1/2/4/4
Multiradius 1–4 - 0 0 1 6
Match max source 1/2/3/4 35 16/20/25/35 16/20/25/35 18/20/25/45 18/20/25/45
Match max target 1–3/4 120 120/250 120/250 120/250 120/250
Match axis 1/2/3/4 - 1/1/0/0 1/1/1/1 1/1/1/1 1/1/0/0

minutia pairs. Red minutiae are below in cylinder quality thresholds and not used in the match computations.
Yellow minutiae are used in cylinder generation but not used for matching. Green minutiae have cylinders and
contribute to matching score. Pairing lines are colored from green to red and numbered from 1 to 12 according
to contribution values. Note that 5 minutiae for source and 11 minutiae for target are discarded for cylinder
generation (becomes red) and some minutiae are discarded for match (becomes yellow) in FM6. Best source
cylinder that produces maximum score has scale 1.0, rotation –60, cylinder quality 70, and match quality 95 for
FM6 (right image in Figure 4). Best target cylinder has scale 0.88, cylinder quality 85 and maximum minutia
number 81 for this case. Since there is a match, the matching process follows all steps in search phase including
the extra step. Target match quality is zero since the extra step gradually decreases the maximum minutia
number and sets it to 81 to obtain the highest score without using any match quality threshold. Similarly, the
source match quality value increased from the default value of 84 to the optimal value of 95 for FM6. Score is
improved by those selections in FM6 from 0.201 to 0.29075 and improvement shall also be verified by focusing
on the vanishing pairing lines scattered in the first image.

Quality-related parameters (SQ/TQ lookups) in Table 2 depend on minutiae extractor characteristics and
other FM parameters (SS/TS/SR lookups) are applicable for all minutiae extractors, marked manual minutiae
and scale and rotation intolerant custom base matchers. In this study, since we utilized FingerNet [27] algorithm
for minutia extraction using its default parameters, quality-related lookups are selected according to FingerNet
derived minutiae quality distributions. Threshold values depend on score distribution of base matcher, and
α1 to α6 have been selected to satisfy that step2 to step4 total matcher call counts do not exceed step1 total
matcher call counts. SS/TS/SR lookups used in this study are constructed by trial and error. A private dataset
among 1000 latent (sampled from private latent dataset randomly) against 10K slap and rolled background is
used for heuristics and threshold/quality parameters selections.

2.2. Multiresolution fusion (MRF)

Both minutia extractor and matcher take advantage of fusion by using multiple resolution images. Minutia
extractor generates some minutiae better in alternative resolutions than default 500 PPI, and matcher generates
better score by using different minutia combinations. Latent images may have inherently scale differences due
to varying latent collection methods. By using alternative resolutions, minutiae positions and qualities have
been generated slightly differently especially for low-quality minutiae. By using those alternative minutiae, it
would be possible to generate better scores by the help of fusion process. However, MRF usage slows matching
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Figure 4. Base (left) and FM6 (right) similarity view for a latent and sensor (images are from NIST SD302 data set).

speed approximately three times, increases source memory use by four times, and needs four minutia extraction
execution per image. The use of MRF is not applicable for minutia only input search such as user minutia
marks search against sensor database.

Multiresolution fusion shall be applied by using the following procedure: (1) Resample 450, 500, 550,
600 PPI images from higher resolution latent images if available or use 500 PPI latent image for resampling.
Create four images by this way. (2) Rotate three of resampled images by 90 (450 PPI), 270 (550 PPI), 180 (600
PPI) degrees. (3) Generate minutiae list for each resampled and rotated image using FingerNet algorithm. (4)
Rescale minutia x and y coordinates by 500/PPI. (5) Use each latent resolution template to generate a match
score using matcher and sort four scores in descending order (S1>S2>S3>S4). Use the best target finger index
found in the first two score calculation to calculate the last two scores to speed up overall matching speed. (6)
If nonzero score count is one or two (S1, S2), then use S1, if nonzero score count is three (S1,S2,S3), then use
score as 0.7×S1+0.3×S2, if all four scores are nonzero, then use 0.5×S1+0.5×S2 for score level fusion.

2.3. Palmprint matcher

Use of palmprint data has an important place in solving criminal cases and approximately 30% of the traces
collected from the criminal field are palm prints [36]. Similar to the fingerprint recognition task, minutia-
based matching methods are mostly used for latent palmprint identification [37]. Typical latent and sensor
image set for palmprint matching for single person is shown in Figure 5. Latent image size is 945×973, two
sensor scanners’ palmprint image size is 900×2500 and the other four sensor palm image size is 2500×2500 in
unprocessed images. Since minutia extractors are not designed for these large-sized images, we divide the image
into overlapping segments with maximum 512×512 pixels, which suits well for minutia extraction. Segment
boundaries are displayed with red squares filled with 10% red color opacity to visualize overlapping areas. The
yellow segment in quadruplicated latent is matched with the green segment in the sensor right lower palm. A
minutia similarity view is also shown in Figure 5b. Each segment has maximum 256 × 512 pixel overlap with
the right-hand and the lower neighborhood segment if there is a continuity in ridges. Phalanx and parts that
appear separate from others have been segmented without overlap if they fit to 512×512 pixel. Some segments
containing partial ridges do not produce minimum required minutia (7), hence not used in the match process.
Latent segments are generated for multiple resolutions (450, 500, 550, 600 PPI) with multiple rotations (90, 0,
–90, 180) and sensor segments are generated for only 500 PPI for palm-matching performance evaluation.
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(a)
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Figure 5. Palmprint matching. (a) Latent segments rescaled to 500, 450, 550, 600 PPI and rotated for 0, 90, –90, 180
degree, (b) similarity view for matching segments, (c) matching sensor right lower palm, (d) sensor left lower palm, (e)
left/right writer’s palm, (f) left/right upper palm (Images are from NIST SD302 data set).

Minutiae quality with balance count (MQBC) for a minutia list with sorted qualities (mq1,mq2, ...,mqN )

in descending order shall be found by using

MQBC =

min(N,BC)∑
i=1

mqi/BC, (2)

which takes into account minutiae count and minutiae qualities in a balanced way by using a balance count
(BC ) value. Latent segmented minutia files are sorted according to MQ50 and only top 12 have been used for
matching. Six palm regions are processed like six slap or rolled finger with separate finger indices and segments
in each palm region are used to expand target fusion items. Overall score is calculated by score level fusion
similar with methods explained in Section 2.2. Each segment is matched with full sensor segments like latent
against slap-rolled matching and scores are sorted in descending order (S1 to S12). If nonzero score count is
two, then S1 is used. If nonzero score count is three, then 0.7×S1+0.3×S2 is used. Otherwise 0.5×S1+0.5×S2
is used to calculate overall matching score. It has been observed that using more than 12 segments for input
has not improved accuracy and slowed down the matching speed.

3. Experiments

In this section, similar to the earlier studies [38, 39], rank values, cumulative match characteristics (CMC),
equal error rate (EER) and FMR1000, match time, memory consumption, and enrollment time are used for
evaluation. Table 4 lists the details of the datasets used in our experiments. All minutiae files are generated
via FingerNet algorithm [27] except for CLPE (Certified Latent Print Examiner) marks. All private data are
based on operationally used data and not synthetic. If minutia count for a file is less than 7, then it is not used.

NIST SD302 [6] is a new public dataset that replaces NIST SD27. It contains 50 latent per 200 person with
slap/rolled data. Each latent (DS1) and slap/rolled (DS2) data have images and CLPE (certified latent print
examiner) marks for 119 person where 2149 of 5950 (36.1%) latent is individualized although individualization
term is not objective and depends on examiner [40]. NIST SD302 contains data collection with optical, touch-
free, and solid state sensors. FBI operator assisted slap (R and S) and roll dataset (V) collection specified as
baseline.
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Table 4. Overview of the datasets used in experiments.

Description Privacy Valid file Average minutiae Average minutiae quality
DS1: NIST 119×50 latent auto/marked Public 2872/2522 30.12/21.18 83.37/-
DS2: NIST 119 baseline slap/rolled Public 1189/1190 57.71/94.45 89.41/88.26
DS3: 5560 latent/slap/rolled Private 5560/57620/62110 51.2/69.52/106.76 84.22/88.25/86.09
DS4: 292 expert latent/slap/rolled Private 292/5071/5066 54.79/66.43/105.91 84.27/90.97/89.53
DS5: 1M background slap/rolled Private 9531290/9960972 64.34/97.28 88.86/87.17
DS6: NIST latent-to-latent pair (722) Public 3610 47.23 85.56
DS7: 10K latent background Private 10000 51.36 83.61
DS8: Palm latent (1457)/sensor (1865) Private 43760/287338 35.75/59.02 80.92/85.78
DS9: NIST palm sensor (431) Public 49181 47.45 83.42

Private 5560 latent dataset (DS3) consists of images corresponding to distinct individuals and 10 fin-
gerprints of rolled and slap images corresponding to unique people. Expert selected latent dataset (DS4) is a
private dataset consisting of 292 latent images (separate from DS3) with slap/rolled images. Expert dataset is
of importance since it was prepared by latent-fingerprint-experts and contains samples that are deemed hard
to match. An acceptance criteria (in terms of rank-20 identification rate) for 69M background is supplied by
experts for this data set. Background dataset (DS5) is 1000K set of rolled/slap images which is mainly used to
characterize FM configurations and identification rate changes as background data size enlarged.

Latent-latent dataset (DS6) is a public dataset that comprises 722 latent fingerprint images with cor-
responding 722 latent images (second impression) and a set of private 10K (DS7) latent background images.
Since MRF usage quadruplicates source latent count, total number of files are 3610 (722×5). Latent pairs
are constructed by using rank-1 latents which are found by NIST SD302 autogenerated latent search against
baseline sensor roll data with 100K rolled background (subset of DS5). If a latent has a rank 1 and matched
person number and sensor finger index was the same with another rank 1 latent, then these two latents are
considered to be a pair.

1457 latent and 1865×6 sensor image (DS8) as private data with 431×6 sensor image from NIST SD302
database (DS9) is used as palmprint data set. Palmprint sensor images contain 6 impressions that capture
different regions of the palm region. Average valid segment count for latent is 30.03 (total of 4 resolution)
and for sensor it is 25.68 (154.07 for 6 image per person in single resolution) per image in private dataset.
NIST SD302 palm average sensor segment count is 19.02. Although 158 of 431 NIST palm sensor set have not
produced minutia files with minimum 7 minutiae for writer’s palm images, they are not discarded and used to
extend background data size.

3.1. NIST SD302 dataset latent to sensor results
NIST provides its own matcher and its hit rates for 10K (200×50) latent in NIST SD302 with 100K background
[41] as shown in Figure 6a. NIST matcher performs better than base matcher and all FM’s outperforms NIST
matcher in different rates in all data sets. NIST’s matcher rank-1 value specified as 880 and FM6 MRF rank-1
value is 1415 for baseline data (V). Average (V, A, B, C, D, E, F) rank-1 is 709 for NIST’s matcher and 1180 for
FM6 MRF. FM6 MRF performs better 66.43% in rank-1 than NIST’s matcher in average identification rates.
C has better rank-1 than baseline which complies with NIST’s evaluation [42].

Another NIST SD302 document [6] references a COTS rank-1 as 790 for 119×50 latent vs. 100K roll (V)
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Figure 6. (a) NIST Matcher vs. FM rank-1 for 10K latent with various sensor data against 100K rolled background,
(b) FM6 CMC curves for auto and CLPE marked minutia for NIST baseline dataset for 100K background, (c) FM’s
NIST SD302 rank-1 observations and 100M predictions for 119×50 latent and baseline slap-rolled data (SV)

background. FM6 MRF rank-1 to rank-100 CMC curves for auto and marked latent against baseline dataset (S,
V, SV) are shown in Figure 6b. FM6 MRF rank-1 count for auto latent (minutiae extracted using FingerNet)
is 1022 and FM6 for marked latent is 1265 for slap and rolled use. Measurements show that a perfect minutia
extractor that generates the same minutiae with CLPE’s shall enhance latent identification performance by
23.78% for 100K slap rolled background. Figure 6c shows rank-1 observation and prediction lines for 119×50
latent with slap and rolled (SV) sensor data against several background sizes for marked and autogenerated
minutiae. Observations show that identification counts gets reduced as background size increases.

Searching marked or automatically generated minutiae on a slap and rolled dataset is the default use
case which maps to SV for baseline dataset. Single usage of rolled images gives better accuracy results than
slap images, but using slap and roll together improves performance considerably in all configurations. User
marks also performs better than auto minutia input, but MRF usage shrinks the gap between auto and marked
search with the cost of speed reduction and increased source memory use. According to the results of 119×50
latent against 100K background data presented in Table 5, FM23 MRF (863) / FM3 MRF (859) / FM6 MRF
(911) with auto latent to auto rolled (V) target performs 9.24%/8.73%/15.32% better than COTS (790). Target
memory values and load time values are considerably higher than that of source as expected since total sensor
files (10×100K for S and V, 20×100K for SV) used are significantly higher than total source files (2872 auto,
2522 mark) used. FM6 ASME (application source memory estimate) for auto minutia input is 2.8 GB (SC=2872,
SFIM=392, FMA=30.12) and measured value is 2.47 GB which are close to each other. FM6 ASME for mark is
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1.75 GB (SC=2522, SFIM=392, FMA=21.18) and measured value is 1.97 which are also close. MRF multiplies
source load time by four as expected. FM6 ATME (application target memory estimate) for V is 148 GB
(TC≈100K, TFIM=20, TFA≈10, TMA=91.8) and measured value is 152 GB which complies with ATME.

Table 5. FM NIST 302 119×50 (5950) latent vs. 100K background performance.

Source Target Rank1 Match time (×1000 s) Dataset Load time (s) / Memory use (GB)
Base FM23 FM3 FM6 Base FM23 FM3 FM6 Base FM23 FM3 FM6

Auto
S 475 646 643 665 0.188 1.6 1.4 4.0 Src Auto 0.26/0.42 3.14/1.74 1.12/0.74 4.52/2.47
V 486 698 720 750 0.261 2.4 1.9 5.4 Src MRF 0.32/0.4 12.37/5.76 3.69/2.09 31.49/8.68
SV 581 786 793 841 0.538 2.9 2.3 7.7 Src Mark 0.21/0.39 3.22/1.51 0.93/0.61 4.7/1.97

Auto
MRF

S 681 773 781 809 0.741 6.2 3.6 13 Target S 19.0/5.37 19.1/5.47 134/46.9 593/94.5
V 719 863 859 911 1.0 8.1 4.9 16 Target V 13.5/8.35 16.7/8.55 242/74.0 914/152
SV 849 975 975 1022 1.7 9.5 6.6 20 Target SV 24.8/12.9 30.1/13.0 541/114 1972/226

Mark
S 730 893 892 957 0.186 1.7 1.5 4.3
V 843 1072 1078 1122 0.316 2.4 2.0 4.5
SV 966 1214 1218 1265 0.486 2.8 2.4 6.7

Mark Mark 957 1261 1224 1258 0.311 2.3 1.8 4.7

3.2. Private latent to slap-rolled dataset results
Table 6 and Figure 7a contains measurements for 5560 latent source versus 100K target data. Rank-1 is used
generally in the literature to measure performance, but experts in criminal may use up-to rank-20. Memory-
use- and load-time-related observations are similar to NIST SD302 measurements and not presented in this
section. All FMs have considerable accuracy improvement according to base matcher. While FM6 MRF has
best accuracy, FM23/3 has lower accuracy but is relatively fast.

292 expert selected latent versus 69M target rank-20 performance acceptance criteria is specified by
experts as 78.7%. Figure 7b shows FM’s observations and predictions for 292 latent. Predicted value for 69M is
between 70% and 75% for FM23/3/6. FM23/3/6 MRF mean prediction value is 84% and considerably higher
than experts acceptance criteria.

Table 6. FM performance for 5560 latent vs 100K background.

Matcher Rank-1 (%) Rank-20 (%) EER (%) FMR1000 (%) Match per second
Base / MRF 59.26 / 70.25 72.48 / 80.23 10.047 / 8.274 30.395 / 24.964 485001 / 113902
FM23 / MRF 74.1 / 84.15 85.14 / 91.56 5.907 / 4.525 15.629 / 10.521 64250 / 20268
FM3 / MRF 76.31 / 85.36 86.37 / 92.19 6.483 / 4.652 14.802 / 10.611 73323 / 33282
FM6 / MRF 79.19 / 87.64 88.08 / 93.06 5.051 / 3.924 13.201 / 9.154 29211 / 10518

3.3. Latent-latent and palmprint dataset results
Latent-to-latent match results for 722 × 10K latent dataset are shown in Table 7. CMC curves are also
constructed for base and FMs as shown in Fig. 8 (a) to visualize matcher characteristics. Base rank-1 is 27.42%
and FM8 MRF rank-1 is 46.12%. MRF usage improves performance dramatically as shown in CMC curves.

Latent palmprint to sensor palmprint and latent fingerprint to slap-rolled identification results are shown
in Table 8 and CMC curve is shown in Figure 8b. Sensor palm index distribution paired with FM3 rank-20
latents have been observed as 62.43% for lower palms, 26.78% for upper palms, and 10.77% for writer’s palms.
FM23/3/6 have close characteristics on palm matching, and their performance is between base and FM6 of the
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Figure 7. FM’s (a) CMC curves for 5560 latent against 100K slap-rolled background, (b) 1 millon slap-rolled background
observations and 100M predictions for 292 expert selected latent.

Table 7. FM 722 × 10K latent-to-latent performance.

Matcher Rank1(%) Rank20(%) EER(%) FMR1000(%) Src mem.
(GB)

Target
mem.(GB)

Match per second

Base/MRF 27.4 / 39.5 35.9 / 49.7 34.3 / 27.2 68.6 / 27.2 0.25 / 0.39 0.28 3583915/1061414
FM6/MRF 39.3 / 44.3 48.1 / 52.4 30.0 / 26.7 56.6 / 26.7 1.14 / 3.89 1.43 192066 / 46462
FM8/MRF 39.9 / 46.1 50.6 / 54.6 28.0 / 26.3 55.0 / 26.3 6.28 / 23.4 10.45 13825 / 3934
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Figure 8. (a) CMC curves of 722×10K latent-latent dataset (b) CMC curves of palm and fingerprint for 1457×2296
data

matcher’s fingerprint matching performance. However, latent palmprint matcher consumes higher memory and
is slower than latent fingerprint matcher. In the literature, best EER performance of 14.84% is reported in [43]
using a 380×102 LPIDB database. In this study, EER observed for FM6 in 1457×2296 dataset is 4.317%.
Rank-1 identification rate of 79.4% was observed in a comparison of 446 latent vs 12489 full palmprints in [44]
while achieving average matching time 141 ms for genuine and 50 ms for impostor attempts. Average latent
palmprint matching time in Ruiz et al.’s survey [37] is specified as minimum 200 ms and maximum 4.5 s. Rank-1
for FM23/3/6 is 82.7/83.94/85.45% for 1457 latent against 2296×6 sensor dataset. FM23/3/6 average matching
time per palm latent against 6 palm sensor data of the same person is 1.64/0.68/3.3 ms in measurements.
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Table 8. FM 1457×2296 palm latent vs palm sensor / finger latent vs finger slap roll measurements.

Matcher Rank-1 (%) Rank-20 (%) EER (%) FMR1000 (%) Memory (GB) Match per second
Base 62.32 / 79.75 72.55 / 89.43 17.583 / 7.635 40.494 / 23.472 2.01 / 0.8 9096
FM23 82.7 / 89.02 91.56 / 94.78 6.147 / 4.703 32.669 / 12.971 15.95 / 2.13 610
FM3 83.94 / 89.84 93.0 / 94.23 5.294 / 5.784 31.434 / 11.53 17.14 / 3.36 1464
FM6 85.45 / 91.63 93.75 / 96.02 4.317 / 4.031 31.297 / 9.951 46.47 / 7.6 303

4. Discussion

Multistep fusion introduced in this work boosts base matchers’ rank-1 identification rate from 59.26% to 87.64%
for 5560 latent against 100K rolled-slap background in a private dataset. When compared to the performance
of some recent algorithms reported in [28] and [24] on 5560 latent-roll (one-to-one) dataset, FM6/FM6-MRF
yields 91.92/94.92% rank-1 accuracy, while MinNet [28] and Cao et al. [24] achieves 92.39% and 85.88% rank-1
accuracy, respectively. These results clearly show the superiority of the proposed FM6-MRF method when
compared to existing machine learning (i.e. MCC) and deep-learning-based matching methods. Similarly, FM6
MRF improves average base rank-1 value from 595.14 to 1180 in NIST SD302 10K latent dataset against 7
different sensor dataset with 100K background. FM is developed using a private latent-to-slap/rolled dataset
and applied for latent-to-latent identification, latent palmprint identification and exposed to NIST SD302 dataset
without any modifications. Algorithm seems not to have any overfitting problems and performs well for different
datasets and problem domains.

NIST SD302 dataset includes maximum 4397 usable latent in 10K latent image set with automatically
generated minutiae. Measurements show that FM6 with MRF (1415) outperforms NIST’s matcher (880) by
60.8% in autogenerated latent with baseline sensor rolled data use against 100K rolled background. In a recent
study [45], 1081 rank-1 accuracy was observed for 10K NIST SD302 latent against the 63K rolled background,
which is considerably lower when compared with 1415 FM6 MRF rank-1 with 100K rolled background.

The FM6 MRF identification count (911) for 5950 latent image (subset of 10K) with 2872 auto minutia
file using baseline rolled sensor data against 100K rolled background is also 15.32% better than NIST referenced
COTS (790). For the same dataset, if slap and rolled sensor data is used together, the FM6 MRF identification
count becomes 1022. Using CLPE marks with FM6 instead of autogenerated minutia set with FM6 MRF
improves rank-1 rate from 1022 to 1265. FM’s identification rates would be improved if it will combined with a
minutia extractor that would perform close to CLPE performance. Using CLPE marks in NIST SD302 dataset
to train neural net-based minutia extractors would enhance minutiae extraction performance.

Observations for 1M background with NIST SD302 dataset shows that identification rates follows a
predictable decrease over the logarithmic scale of the background axis. Trendlines for 100M background show
that the difference between marked and autogenerated minutia identification rates gets reduced if multiresolution
fusion applied as the background data size is enlarged. Prediction for 292 expert selected latent against 69M
is used to make FM comparison with experts acceptance criteria. FM23/3/6 MRF 69M background rank-
20 prediction based on observations for 1000K background is 84% while experts acceptance criteria is 78.7%.
Although predictions according to 1 million observation is useful, it would be better to enlarge background data
set to 10 million to get better predictions.

Latent-to-latent identification rates have been observed lower than latent-to-sensor identification rates,
as expected since latents mostly contain partial regions of full fingerprint and two latent impression potentially
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may not overlap. However, latent background database used for search would be much less than nationwide
slap-rolled database, and slower version, but more accurate solution FM8 has been applicable. FM6/8 MRF
rank-1 is 44.32/46.12% for 722 individualized latent against 10K latent background.

FM shall be used as a palmprint matcher if palmprint images are segmented as explained in Section
2.3 before the matching process. Performance figures of the proposed palmprint matcher is remarkably good
when compared to the results in the literature. FM3 have average 0.68 ms time for latent palmprint to full (6
image per person) palm compare and 83.94 rank-1 for 1457 latent against 2296 palmprint sensor using AMD
EPYC 7H12 64-Core and 128 thread. Palm matching speed and accuracy would be improved by improving
segmentation methods used and needs further study. Palm region detection of latent and left/right-hand-based
search on sensor data would be helpful to improve performance as well. A more refined palmprint matcher
algorithm tailored for palmprints would certainly enhance speed and accuracy by using more minutiae and
segment counts in palmprints than fingerprints.

FM23/3/6 and MRF’s are slower by 7.55/6.61/16.6 and 23.93/14.57/46.11 times than the base matcher
executions on a private dataset of 5560 latent and 100K slap and rolled background. FM23 and FM3 perform
similar accuracy behavior, while FM23 fuses 290/1 and FM3 fuses 76/10 source/target combinations. FM23
best fits for fast search on latent to very large slap/rolled background, which maps a new criminal latent search
against existing nationwide database. FM3 best fits for fast slap/rolled search against large latent databases,
which is usable when new slap/rolled data added to criminal office and searched against all latents of existing
unsolved cases. FM6 suits well for all use cases if time is not critical or hardware resources are sufficient.
Performance of slap/rolled against latent search is not presented in this study, but identification performances
and speed measures will be the same with latent-to-slap/rolled measures, and memory usage shall be estimated
by formulas presented in document, which would be correlated with source and target fusion item counts.

Private fingerprint and palmprint latents are based on solved cases by using manually marked minutiae,
using more than one latent, or using other clues in a criminal investigation. For this reason, identification
rates for private dataset have been observed higher when compared to NIST SD302 dataset. However, NIST
SD302 dataset results show probable performance figures that AFIS operators will encounter on a criminal
investigation.

5. Conclusion
The motivation behind this work is to improve the base matcher to be used in the latent recognition task.
Since the base matcher is fast enough and lightweight, it is suitable to fuse scale, rotation, and quality
combinations with multiresolution input. The result is several FM configurations applicable for large scale
latent applications covering latent-to-slap/rolled, slap/rolled-to-latent, latent-to-latent, and palmprint latent-
to-palmprint search requirements over large background databases. Base matcher overview, design details of
fusion matcher, and performance characteristics of configurations are clearly described with metrics measured
on several public/private datasets, including 5560 latent with one million background slap-rolled database.
Trendlines of identification rates for 100 million background are also constructed by using observations on 1
million background.

NIST SD27 was the widely referenced public latent database in the literature and has been served nearly
20 years. It has been replaced by new NIST SD302, and replacement dataset has been publicly available since
December 2021. Fusion matcher presents highest rank-1 rate by outperforming NIST referenced matcher by
60.8% and NIST referenced COTS by 15.32% on a standard NIST SD302 latent and sensor dataset over the
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same sized and typed background database used by references.
FM algorithm has been implemented in standard C++ as a library and executable which is part of a

biometric SDK (software development kit). FM implementation does not depend on any third party library
and provides applicable and practical framework with adequate speed and accuracy for large scale AFIS/APFIS
applications. Although notable improvement is achieved by the fusion, there is still a room for further
improvement in speed and accuracy in the latent identification domain. FM performance measures with further
public and private datasets, fusion with multiple minutia extractors, fusion with other matchers, optimization
in speed and accuracy are ongoing work, and outputs will be published in the future.
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